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The core research objective of the proposed dissertation is to understand what social and institutional tools urban water system managers have used to respond to water scarcity, how the tools have been implemented and how effective they have been in solving water scarcity problems. In 1991 in Nevada, managers for the five Las Vegas water districts switched from conflict over water to cooperation and created a new institution designed to manage water allocation across all five districts. Using an institutional analysis, two competing theories of institutional emergence will be used to determine if the creation of the new institution resulted from distributional conflict over access to a limited supply of water, cooperation for collective benefits, a combination of the two, or neither. Subsequently, the agencies began serious efforts towards demand side management through water conservation. An extensive dataset has been gathered and will be used to estimate how much of the decline in per capita water consumption results from policy changes, and how much from other factors like newer infrastructure, more water efficient technology and changing behavior. Many of the conservation programs implemented in Las Vegas have now been adopted in other cities. The cooperative institutional changes in Las Vegas, rare in the Colorado River basin, can provide a model for managers of other water allocation settings as they seek politically feasible institutional changes that encourage more sustainable water use.
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